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Abstract

In this note we describe an algorithm, analogous to iterative improve-
ment for nonsingular linear systems, for solving singular (or nonsingular)
inhomogeneous linear systems over the computable reals, or over floats.
The algorithm uses one SVD of a crude approximation to the matrix, and
this computation is fast; thereafter the solution is iteratively refined using
higher precision as necessary to make the residual as small as desired. For
highly accurate solutions, with Digits being O(n2), the cost of the latest
iteration dominates the cost of the original SVD computation. However,
in practice one expects the iterative refinement to be at most comparable
in cost to the crude SVD at the beginning.

The crude approximation to the SVD also gives a good estimate of the
condition of the matrix (even if singular) and this gives a reliable estimate
of the accuracy of the final solution.

This algorithm uses high-precision arithmetic essentially only in the
computation of the residual. For convenience, we here also use high-
precision arithmetic in the addition of updates to the solution, but in
principle this can be done also via simulation in low precision.
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1 Introduction and Context

2 Algorithm

We recall the classical iterative improvement algorithm [2] for refining an ap-
proximate solution to a not-too-poorly conditioned linear system.

1. Factorize the matrix A into PA = LU , at a cost O(n3) flops (if the system
is dense), using d-digit arithmetic.

2. Find a d-digit coarse solution by solving Ly = Pb, Ux = y at a cost O(n2)
flops (if the system is dense)

3. Compute the residual r = b−Ax, using higher precision (d more digits than
before). If the residual is small enough, stop with an accepted solution. If
the residual hasn’t changed enough, stop with failure.

4. Compute a correction to x by solving A∆x = r, using the original crude
factorization—that is, find ∆x by first solving Lw = Pr and then U∆x =
w.

5. Put x = x + ∆x and repeat from step 3.

In the singular case, this algorithm does not work, because the PA = LU
factorization does not exist. We could generalize to the Turing factorization [1]
PA = LUR, but it turns out to be more robust and nearly as efficient to use the
SVD instead. Moreover, the extra information that the SVD provides is useful.

1. Using d-digit precision (for example, hardware floating point precision)
factorize the matrix A into its SVD, A = UΣV T , at a cost O(n4) flops
(sparsity is destroyed).

2. Decide the numerical rank r of A by examining the singular values σ1 ≥
σ2 ≥ · · · ≥ σr ≥ σr+1 ≈ 0 ≥ · · · ≥ σn.

3. Form the approximate Moore-Penrose inverse A† = V Σ†U t, where Σ† =
diag(1/σ1, 1/σ2, . . . , 1/σr, 0, . . . , 0). This cost is O(n3).

4. Compute a coarse solution by x = A†b. Optionally, round it to an integral
vector (provided the rounding is not too gross). In the reasonably common
case of integral solutions, this will save further effort as all subsequent
residuals will be zero.

5. Compute the residual r = b − Ax, using d more digits of precision than
before. If the residual is small enough, stop with an accepted solution. If
the residual hasn’t changed enough, stop with failure (stagnation).

6. Compute a correction to x by solving A∆x = r, using the original crude
factorization—that is, find ∆x by ∆x = A†r.
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7. Put x = x + ∆x and repeat from step 5.

Remarks. The precision of the computation increases linearly with the
number of iterations. If there is no solution to this singular system, the it-
eration will converge to the least-squares solution (provided that the coarse
approximation to the Svd is accurate enough).

If there are solutions, then the iteration will converge to the one with the
smallest 2-norm.

Note that one can, at step 5, ask an oracle (if one is available) for more digits
of precision for A. This allows the algorithm to be used in the computable reals
case (note that we do not have to perform an arbitrary-precision SVD).

One does not in fact need the matrix A explicitly. If an oracle is available
for computing the matrix-vector product Av at d digits of precision, then it
can be called n times at low precision (d digits) to compute A explicitly for
computation of the SVD; alternatively, one can compute the SVD if one only
has matrix-vector products and transposed matrix-vector products available via
oracles.

The coarse approximation to the SVD gives us a good estimate of the con-
dition number σ1/σr of the matrix. This can be used to estimate the accuracy
of the computed solution x.

3 Example
> restart;

> read "c:/local/mpl/ProcessOptionalParameters.mpl";

> read "c:/Local/Linz/iissvd6.mpl";

> with(LinearAlgebra):

> Digits := trunc(evalhf(Digits));

Digits := 14
> with(LinearAlgebra):

> m := 5;

m := 5
> n := 3;

n := 3
> A := RandomMatrix(m,m)^(-1).RandomMatrix(m,n);
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A :=



60821513
89267983

86927851
89267983

43731110
89267983

15511415
803411847

−1870155184
2410235541

−3238476670
2410235541

81031382
114773121

−64275985
344319363

958929871
688638726

15840142
267803949

687395917
803411847

734463257
1606823694

−13672477
114773121

144293165
344319363

−421397710
344319363


> evalf(A,5); 

.68134 .97379 .48989
.019307 −.77592 −1.3436
.70601 −.18668 1.3925
.059148 .85560 .45709
−.11913 .41907 −1.2239


> Avd := (v,d) -> evalf( A.v, d );

Avd := (v, d) → evalf(A . v, d)
> Avd( RandomVector(n), 20 );

−117.40866004556191216
131.31668187154991422
−205.98705674011135993
−52.361704346388608830
130.89335007569702085


> x_true := RandomVector(n)/3;

x true :=


−70
3
22
3
−27


> b := A . x_true ;

b :=



−5887313098
267803949

217915799072
7230706623

−114534643331
2065916178
−35898963109
4820471082
40178884310
1032958089


> infolevel[iissvd] := 5;
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infolevel iissvd := 5

> iissvd( m, n, Avd, b, ’digits’=5,
> ’residual_tolerance’=Float(1,-20),’maxits’=30,
> ’rank_tolerance’=Float(1,-7));

iissvd: "Optional inputs or defaults are " "Digits = " 5
"residual_tolerance = " .1e-19 "maxits = " 30 "ranktol = "
.1e-6

iissvd: "$sigma_1$ is " 2.54787383460338512

iissvd: "$sigma_n$ is " .736508356940190124

iissvd: "The " 3 " by " 5 " Moore-Penrose inverse has rank "
3

iissvd: "||r_0|| is " .6688817e-3

iissvd: "|| Delta x || is " .72845e-3

iissvd: "|| r_ " 1 "|| is " .18772e-7

iissvd: "|| Delta x || is " .17734e-7

iissvd: "|| r_ " 2 "|| is " .46363e-12

iissvd: "|| Delta x || is " .62431e-12

iissvd: "|| r_ " 3 "|| is " 0. −23.3333333333333357
7.33333333333333303

−27.


> x_approx := map(fnormal,%);

x approx :=

 −23.333333333333
7.3333333333333

−27.


> map(convert,eval(x_approx),rational);

−70
3
22
3
−27


> A := RandomMatrix(3,3);

A :=

 −88 −11 96
−90 35 53
−66 61 61


> A[3,3] := t;

A3, 3 := t
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> Determinant(A);

−4070 t + 17702
> solve(%,t);

8851
2035

> A[3,3] := %;

A3, 3 :=
8851
2035

> SingularValues(evalf(A)); 177.310330365970572
76.6287407041726426

.235589826178955238 10−13


> x_true := RandomVector(3);

x true :=

 98
56

−54


> b := A . x_true;

b :=

 −14424
−9722

−6688774
2035


> m := 3; n := 3;

m := 3
n := 3

> infolevel[iissvd] := 5;

infolevel iissvd := 5
> iissvd( m, n, Avd, b, ’digits’=5,
> ’residual_tolerance’=Float(1,-32),’maxits’=20, ’rank’=2);

iissvd: "Optional inputs or defaults are " "Digits = " 5
"residual_tolerance = " .1e-31 "maxits = " 20 "ranktol = "
.5e-13

iissvd: "The rank of the matrix was specified to be " 2

iissvd: "$sigma_1$ is " 177.310333456395568

iissvd: "$sigma_n$ is " .426876546745767212e-5

iissvd: "The " 3 " by " 3 " Moore-Penrose inverse has rank "
2

iissvd: "||r_0|| is " 3.291151

iissvd: "|| Delta x || is " .31390e-1

iissvd: "|| r_ " 1 "|| is " .16330e-4
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iissvd: "|| Delta x || is " .17949e-6

iissvd: "|| r_ " 2 "|| is " .83674e-10

iissvd: "|| Delta x || is " .77753e-12

iissvd: "|| r_ " 3 "|| is " 0. 66.0000110040810171
23.7321947127126870
−87.0306759354273964


> infolevel[iissvd] := 5;

infolevel iissvd := 5
> iissvd( m, n, Avd, b, ’digits’=5,
> ’residual_tolerance’=Float(1,-32),’maxits’=20, ’rank’=1);

iissvd: "Optional inputs or defaults are " "Digits = " 5
"residual_tolerance = " .1e-31 "maxits = " 20 "ranktol = "
.5e-13

iissvd: "The rank of the matrix was specified to be " 1

iissvd: "$sigma_1$ is " 177.310333456395568

iissvd: "$sigma_n$ is " .426876546745767212e-5

iissvd: "The " 3 " by " 3 " Moore-Penrose inverse has rank "
1

iissvd: "||r_0|| is " 3290.908

iissvd: "|| Delta x || is " .40228e-3

iissvd: "|| r_ " 1 "|| is " 3290.9

iissvd: "|| Delta x || is " .91692e-6

iissvd: "|| r_ " 2 "|| is " 3290.9

iissvd: "|| Delta x || is " .11055e-10

iissvd: "|| r_ " 3 "|| is " 3290.9

iissvd: "|| Delta x || is " .35527e-14

iissvd: "|| r_ " 4 "|| is " 3290.9

“Warning: residual tolerance not achieved.” 77.2034679430942674
−20.3885240867624482
−54.8767848810057544


> iissvd( m, n, Avd, b, ’digits’=5,
> ’residual_tolerance’=Float(1,-32),’maxits’=20, ’rank’=3);

iissvd: "Optional inputs or defaults are " "Digits = " 5
"residual_tolerance = " .1e-31 "maxits = " 20 "ranktol = "
.5e-13
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iissvd: "The rank of the matrix was specified to be " 3

iissvd: "$sigma_1$ is " 177.310333456395568

iissvd: "$sigma_n$ is " .426876546745767212e-5

iissvd: "The " 3 " by " 3 " Moore-Penrose inverse has rank "
3

iissvd: "||r_0|| is " .5899878e-1

iissvd: "|| Delta x || is " .10411e-2

iissvd: "|| r_ " 1 "|| is " .49680e-6

iissvd: "|| Delta x || is " .29747e-7

iissvd: "|| r_ " 2 "|| is " .36380e-11

iissvd: "|| Delta x || is " .86873e-8

iissvd: "|| r_ " 3 "|| is " .18190e-11

iissvd: "|| Delta x || is " .59478e-7

iissvd: "|| r_ " 4 "|| is " 0. 150.314362300698690
108.752194904280500

−.000645558244066020610


> iissvd( m, n, Avd, b, ’digits’=5,
> ’residual_tolerance’=Float(1,-32),’maxits’=20,
> ’rank_tolerance’=Float(1,-5));

iissvd: "Optional inputs or defaults are " "Digits = " 5
"residual_tolerance = " .1e-31 "maxits = " 20 "ranktol = "
.1e-4

iissvd: "$sigma_1$ is " 177.310333456395568

iissvd: "$sigma_n$ is " .426876546745767212e-5

iissvd: "The " 3 " by " 3 " Moore-Penrose inverse has rank "
2

iissvd: "||r_0|| is " 3.291151

iissvd: "|| Delta x || is " .31390e-1

iissvd: "|| r_ " 1 "|| is " .16330e-4

iissvd: "|| Delta x || is " .17949e-6

iissvd: "|| r_ " 2 "|| is " .83674e-10
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iissvd: "|| Delta x || is " .77753e-12

iissvd: "|| r_ " 3 "|| is " 0. 66.0000110040810171
23.7321947127126870
−87.0306759354273964


4 Error Analysis

We can write this algorithm conceptually as follows. Define

A†
0 = V0Σ

†
0U

T
0 ,

where A ≈ U0Σ0V
T
0 is our low-precision approximate SVD, and Σ†

0 = diag(1/σ1, 1/σ2, . . . , 1/σs, 0, 0, . . . , 0)
is our explicit way of forcing A0 to have rank s. Then our iterations generate
xk and rk = b−Axk, where these are

xk = A†
0

 k∑
j=0

(I −AA†
0)

j

 b (1)

rk =
(
I −AA†

0

)k+1

b (2)

These are easy to verify inductively, and show that the convergence depends on
the size of the eigenvalues of I −AA†

0 that are not 1. These eigenvalues will all
be O(10−d) where we used d digits of precision to compute the SVD. Therefore
we will gain about d digits per iteration. Rounding errors will grow at most
quadratically in the number of iterations.

The eigenvalues that are 1 do not affect (in theory) the computation, be-
cause elements of b that are in the null space of A†

0 are annihilated by the final
multiplication to get xk, while the elements of x that are in the null space of A
are unchanged by the iteration.

The effects of floating-point arithmetic are mitigated by increasing precision
to (j + 1)d digits at the jth iteration. In our implementation, we use two ad-
ditional guard digits, for stability. If we want to have componentwise accuracy,
then we have to compute the larger components to a higher accuracy than the
smaller ones.

5 What happens if the rank is incorrect?

Rank detection is recursively undecideable if the entries in the matrix are com-
putable reals. Therefore, we ought to explore what happens if an incorrect
decision is taken about the rank when the low-precision SVD is computed.

We have observed that if the decided rank is too large, then the iteration
will diverge: one of the eigenvalues of (I −AA†

0) is larger than 1, and hence the
residuals eventually grow (possibly very slowly, if the actual singular value that
has been omitted is truly small).
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If on the other hand the decided rank is too low, then the iteration converges,
but to an incorrect solution; it is impossible to remove incorrect components of
the solution in the direction of the extra (spurious) null direction of A†

0. This
solution is, however, a good approximation to a least squares solution to a lower
rank approximation of the original problem.

6 Complexity Analysis

The cost of this algorithm is clearly O(KM), where K is the number of itera-
tions required to bring the solution to the requisite tolerance ε, and M is the
cost of doing one matrix-vector multiplication. Hidden in the constant of the
O symbol are the costs of doing computational real arithmetic, or increasing
precision for floating point arithmetic. A more detailed complexity analysis will
be helpful; what to expect for K is the real question to answer. We expect
K to be O((logε)/d) where d is the number of digits accurate in the initial
approximation to the Moore-Penrose inverse.

7 Prototype implementation

The method described in this note has been implemented in Maple 6 and tested
on a number of small examples. Its performance is roughly as efficient as ex-
pected, and further experiments are warranted.

8 Concluding Remarks

This work in progress has already been used, by Greg Reid, in his work on
symbolic-numeric algorithms for approximate partial differential equations. He
found that while this code was useful for solving inhomogeneous problems, it
was not so useful for solving homogeneous problems. For that, another routine
using QR decomposition and iterative improvement has been developed and will
be described elsewhere.
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